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Keep Your Senior Pet Happy and 

Active 

As we get older, we learn to take the necessary 
next steps to combat aging and maintain our health 
for as long as possible. Whether that is through a 
regular schedule of activity, time spent away from 
the daily stressors of life, and/or proper nutrition 
that keeps us healthy and fit year after year, it is no    
secret that battling the natural aging process is no 
easy feat.  

Just as we have to make changes and adjustments 
as we grow older, we must do the same for our   

pets. Maintaining a healthy diet, following a regular exercise routine and keeping up with 

annual doctor check-ups are top priority for your four-legged friend. In fact, due in large 

part to improvements made in pet nutrition and supplements, paired with the continuous 

development of medications that fight common pet disease, the life expectancy of house-

hold pets has doubled in the past fifty years.  

Understanding the common symptoms and signs that come along with the pet aging      

process can help you, as a pet parent, take the right steps toward improving your cuddly 

companion’s quality of life, and it can prepare you for what is ahead in your pet’s golden 

years. Take time throughout this Senior Pet Wellness Month - and every month - to learn all 

you can about keeping your senior happy and healthy. And if your fur baby isn’t yet in his 

senior years, make sure you are taking the right steps to make his transition a smooth one. 

After all, a healthy pet is a happy pet, and that is the most they can ask for in their senior 

years. 

Is Kale Safe for Dogs? 

Doesn’t it seem like everyday there’s something new to worry about when it comes to 
your pet’s health? With the addition of the superfood kale to many human diets, it’s only 
natural to wonder if it’s beneficial to Fido, too. Well, as natural carnivores, dogs process 
meat better than greens, so they’re actually better off if you stick with a quality dog food 
that is formulated in a way that makes it easy for them to digest and break down. While 
kale won’t harm them, it doesn’t necessarily prove advantageous either. 
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Merrimack Dog Park Fund 

A group of local residents who realize the importance 
of having an enclosed off-leash dog park in            
Merrimack are working to raise money, since the 
town has a tight budget, creating the need for private 
donations to turn the park into a reality. 

Want to help? You can start by cleaning out your  
closets! The Dog Park Fund is collecting gently used 
items to benefit their cause. Drop your items off at 
their booth at the Merrimack Expo at Merrimack 
High on Saturday, September 19th from 10 a.m. to     
3 p.m. 

Keep Your Pets Safe This Fall 

What’s that I feel? Is that a fall chill in the air? It may not be here just yet, but the season of 
pumpkins, turning leaves, turkey and tricks or treats is right around the corner. It’s about 
that time to prepare for the colder months that lie ahead, and some of those preparations 
can be harmful to our beloved pets, if proper precautions are taken. So here’s a helpful list 
of things you can do to keep Fido and Fluffy safe: 

Beware of mushrooms. Fall is a growth season for these pesky fungi. Since it’s not easy to 
tell which ones are poisonous, it’s best to keep your pets away from them all. If one is     
ingested, call your vet or the ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center (888-426-4435) right 
away!  

Be careful of rodenticides. Wintertime is when mice and rats tend to sneak inside homes 
to  keep warm, so many people try to combat this by using poisons. If you have pets, it’s a 
better option to choose live traps as rodenticides are extremely toxic to cats and dogs.  

Stay away from snakes. Okay, this one seems like a no-brainer, but it bears repeating. In 
the fall months, snakes prepare for hibernation and they can be extra grumpy and more 
likely to bite. Steer clear!  

Fill ‘em up! Food produces body heat, so in the cooler months you’ll need to feed your 
precious pets more than usual to keep them warm and comfortable, especially is they will 
be spending time outdoors. 

Watch out for school supplies. Glue sticks, erasers and markers can be harmful for your 
pet to ingest so make sure no stray supplies are in Fido or Fluffy’s reach.   

With your pet’s safety ensured, you’ll have the peace of mind to be able to fully enjoy the 
fall season with your furry friend by your side. 

Go Fish… 

Multiple studies have shown that 
watching fish in an aquarium has 
a significant, measureable effect 
on our health and well-being. 
Stress and blood pressure are 
both reduced after just a few 
minutes of gazing at the fish - 
and, incredibly, this holds true 
even if it’s only a video of a fish in 
an aquarium! So go search 
YouTube, view and relax! 
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DOWN 

1. A dog that is a combo of two breeds 
2. Japanese fighting fish, AKA  _______ fish 
3. Chinese dog breed known for its wrinkles 
4. Lassie was this breed of dog 
5. Paw odor in dogs is often called this (2 words) 
6. The _______ Kennel Club Dog Show 

8. Cats were sacred in this ancient society 
9. This “French” dog is actually German 

11. Eating too much _______ can cause a     
Vitamin E deficiency in cats 
13. The largest breed of house cat (2 words) 
15. The fastest canine breed on the planet 
18. Most popular reptile pet (2 words) 
19. Garfield the cat’s canine pal 
22. Contagious virus that mainly affects dogs but 
is thought to originate in cats 

24. A dog’s ______ is unique, like a fingerprint 
26. Speedy Gonzalez is a cartoon ______ 
28. Movie: “______ and Otis” 
29. Apple and pear seeds contain ______ that 
can be deadly to dogs 

ACROSS 

1. Rabbits are _______ (plant eaters) 
7. Famous journalist who recently posted a moving 
tribute to his dog who passed away 
9. German dog breed often stereotyped as an      
aggressive breed 
11. A cat with six toes on his front paw is this 
13. The Jetson’s family dog 
15. The dog on the Cracker Jacks box 

17. A male Guinea pig is called a ______ 
18. Dog name Fido means ______ in Latin 

19. The loudest of all parrots 
21. Type of palm plan that is poisonous to pets 
23. Dried fruit that can cause kidney failure in dogs 
25. ______ cats are known to go limp when lifted by 
a human 
27. Breed of rabbit with long-soft wool 
30. Most common worm contracted by cats 
31. Dog breed originally used for guarding royalty 
and nobility in Japan 
32. #1 health problem for dogs 

33. Collie and ______ are the noisiest dog breeds 
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Fun Facts About Pet Tortoises 

For anyone lucky enough to have a tortoise as a pet, they will have a lifetime of              
companionship - literally, as they can live to be 150 years old! As if their lifespan wasn’t 
enough to intrigue, here are a few more fascinating facts about the durable critter:  

 A tortoise’s shell is made up of 60 different connected bones, and is actually an extension 
of its rib cage. 

 A tortoise’s neck muscles must be highly developed and extremely flexible in order to be 
able to retract easily, and incredibly, the only way a tortoise can make room for his head 
and limbs under his shell is to expel all air from his lungs!   

 It was once thought that a tortoise’s shell had no feeling and served no purpose other 
than that of a shield, so pet owners often painted or even drilled holes in their tortoise’s 
shells. Today we know that shells are not only very sensitive to touch, but they are also 
covered in tiny pores that tortoise use to regulate their temperature. 

 Tortoises are also sometimes thought to be deaf, since they have no visible ears, and 
don’t react to some noises, but they can indeed hear. 

Aside from all of these fascinating facts, tortoises are captivating 
to watch. They make the perfect pet for anyone who is             
interested in a long-term commitment to an animal who might 
start out as a tiny pet in an aquarium, but will grow into a large, 
strong, active creature who revels in a backyard habitat.  

Olive Oil For Dogs 

Adding a bit of olive oil to 
your dog's food can do a 
number of things, including 
promoting weight loss and 
overall optimal health. 
With its high level of        
antioxidants, this natural 
supplement can defend 
Fido’s immune system,   
improve his cognitive      
development, increase his 
energy levels, beautify his 
coat and, last but not least, 
extend his life.  


